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October 17, 2001

DANCE REVIEW; At Lincoln Center, Folk Dance In a Village
Square (Sort of)
By JACK ANDERSON

Performing arts are living arts. So it was a fine idea to have a performance celebrate the renovation of the New York Public
Library for the Performing Arts at Lincoln Center.

The library commissioned Stephan Koplowitz, a choreographer known for site-specific productions, to create
''(In)Formations,'' a charming 15-minute work that was danced by a cast of 40 on Thursday night on the Lincoln Center
Plaza.

Mr. Koplowitz made ingenious use of the space outside the library and the enormous windowed facade of its entrance. The
Metropolitan Opera House stands to the left of the library. And many dancers gathered in the ground-level niches that are
a part of the opera-house wall, moving from niche to niche and bending rhythmically as they progressed.

Later, intrepid dancers climbed part of the way up the sides of the niches like human flies. They also ran from the niches
and moved around the plaza in changing patterns. In another sequence they chose partners and swung one another about
as if doing a hearty folk dance in a village square.

Inside the library, some dancers assembled on the entrance stairway to the second floor, where other people struck
elegant poses by a guard rail, as if that rail were a barre in a ballet studio. Eventually, everyone left all the spaces in a
dignified parade.

The production was accompanied by a taped collage by Quentin Chiappetta that included music in several styles, taken
from recordings in the library's collection, as well as statements about the dignity of art.

Although the library does not officially reopen until Oct. 29, public programs are taking place in its auditorium. 
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